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H

aving been

since ancient times an
outstanding symbol
for

femininity

and

fertility the female
breast

has

always

been

a

central part of the visual image
of any woman, and despite the
many historical changes that
image underwent during the
last centuries, there was at
any given cultural period a
quite well defined image of
the ideal breast which inspired
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When we take in consideration western society’s
actual idea of an ideal breast, we experience the
recreation of a more female look and style. A full
breast is considered as sensual and beautiful and
fashion and media are competing to visualize this
image day by day.

With this article
“
we want to provide this
missing information
by explaining modern
techniques of breast
lifting and breast
reduction and to offer
you solutions to this
common problem

”

Therefore, breast augmentation is more and
more sought after, especially by young women,
to approach their individual image of the perfect
breast. But something which is not covered in
most features covering aesthetic surgery of the
breast is the fact that there are even more women
suffering from very big or very saggy breasts who
are searching for the possibility to get a smaller
and beautiful shaped breast.
This misinformation about the possibilities of
modern plastic surgery combined sometimes
with the perception of the unfavourable results of
some ancient techniques still keeps many women
suffering their whole life from their big breasts;
with this article we want to provide this missing
information by explaining modern techniques of
breast lifting and breast reduction and to offer you
solutions to this common problem.
From a plastic surgeons view, there are distinctive
measurements which define a perfect breast,
but aside from those more academic definitions
a woman’s feeling regarding her breast size and
shape should always be our individual guideline.
A breast which may be perfect for a woman
looking for a more female and seductive
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appearance can be much too large for a smallframed woman who loves to do sports and has
a more girl-like image of herself.
So the surgeon will consider your personal
feeling regarding the size and the form before
talking with you about any reduction or lift.
After this has been thoroughly discussed
the surgeon can evaluate if the adequate
technique is a lift which removes only excess
skin to achieve a firm and uplifted breast or if
a removal of glandular tissue is necessary to
meet the patient’s expectations.

If a patient is suffering not only from an excess
of skin but from an excess of glandular breast
tissue (Macromastia) the patient’s expectations
can mostly only be met by a so called breast
reduction procedure.

Very large breasts are
“
often the origin of serious

”

A breast lift, sometimes also called a
mastopexy, is a procedure which consists of
removing excess skin without any removal of
glandular tissue to lift up a sagged breast while
keeping its original volume. If the sagging and
the loose skin are less important the so called
Benelli Lifting Technique can be performed
removing skin only around the areola. In this
case the resulting scar will be only around the
areola and is barely perceptible after one year
because it is placed exactly on the border
of the pigmented areola. If the sagging and
consequently the excess of skin are more
important, a skin resection of the lower breast
pole combined with a resection around the
areola is necessary to achieve the desired lift.
The result is the circular scar described above
and a vertical scar descending to the fold
under the breast.

There are multiple factors which can be
responsible for Macromastia, in most cases it
is a combination of a genetic predisposition
together with hormonal changes which can
be induced by onset of puberty, pregnancy
or menopause. Even without considering the
aesthetical aspect, very large breasts are often
the origin of serious functional problems like
chronic back and neck pain, arthritis of the
neck, chronic eczema of the breast fold and
others.
Therefore already 2 centuries ago very large
breasts represented a serious problem for
many women, so the plastic surgeon’s quest
for aesthetically and functionally satisfying
procedures started in 1882, with the first
described breast reduction by the English
surgeon Thomas. In the attempt to develop
techniques which provide minimal scarring
combined with a safe surgical procedure at
least 15 different procedures where described
during the last century.
Some of those ancient techniques are still
frequently used and widely accepted, others
have been replaced by more modern procedures,
but the basic principle of all breast reduction
techniques still remains the same: a circular
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functional problems like
chronic back and neck
pain, arthritis of the neck,
chronic eczema of the
breast fold and others
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“

Because of the
reduced incisions,
healing is fast and
most patients can
get back to normal
life activities after
2 weeks.

”

incision around the areola which allows for skin
removal and uplifting of the nipple-areola-complex
combined with a vertical incision descending toward
the lower breast fold which allows for breast tissue
removal in the lower quadrants of the breast. This
vertical incision is necessary because any removal
of glandular tissue requires a reduction of the skin
envelope as well, so by tugging the remaining skin
into this vertical oriented scar for suturing the surgeon
can rearrange the remaining breast tissue to recreate
the natural round breast mound.
Depending on the technique used the scar descending
from the areola can have the form of an L, of an inverted
T or just be a vertical line. The L or the inverted T
shaped vertical scar techniques are the more ancient
procedures, but they still have their justification in
very large reductions where the single vertical scar
technique can not cope with the associated excess
of skin.
The more recent technique based on a single vertical
scar in combination with the circular scar around the
areola was described 1998 by the Belgian surgeon
Madeleine Lejour. This surgical approach is based on
the ability of the skin to shrink once it has been freed
from the glandular breast tissue, so that large amounts
of excess skin which would normally need an L or
inverted T shaped skin excision can be rearranged
in just one vertical scar by using a special purstring
suture technique.
Offering the big advantage of minimal scarring, this
technique can be used in almost all reductions except
for breasts which are extremely big and sagged.
Because of the reduced incisions, healing is fast and
most patients can get back to normal life activities
after 2 weeks. Due to the fact that this technique is
based on the postoperative shrinking of the skin,
the reduced breasts require 3-6 months after the
operation to achieve their final position and the desired
aesthetic result; during this early stage the lower half
of the breasts will show some small skin folds which
will smooth out gradually.
By using all the techniques available after more than
hundred years of modern plastic surgery research, the
modern breast lift and breast reduction procedures
provide excellent aesthetic results combined with an
invaluable effect on the functional problems mentioned
above resulting in an important improvement of life
quality.

